We developed a new technique of weighted integration for the measurement of local cerebral blood
flow (LCBF) and the blood-tissue partition coefficient (p) using dynamic positron emission tomography (PET) and H150. The weighted integration in the new technique is carried out on the equation of the first time integration of the Kety-Schmidt differential equation. Practically, seri ally accumulated images with sequentially prolonged ac cumulation times are weighted by two arbitrary func tions. The weighting functions do not have to be differ entiated because of the exclusion of the differential term in the starting equation. Consequently, the method does not require data at the end of the scan. The technique was applied to Hi50 dynamic PET performed on four normal subjects, and was verified to provide a better signal-Various techniques have been developed to esti mate local cerebral blood flow (LCBF) using a dif fusible tracer and positron emission tomography (PET). These techniques are based on the Kety Schmidt single-compartment model (Kety, 1951) . The C1502 steady-state method (Subramanyam et aI., 1978; Frackowiak et aI., 1980) and the H�50 autoradiographic method (Raichle et aI., 1983;  Her scovitch et aI., 1983; Kanno et aI., 1984 Kanno et aI., , 1987 use a to-noise ratio than the previously developed integrated projection (IP) technique. Computer simulations were carried out to investigate the effects of statistical noise, tissue heterogeneity, and time delay and dispersion in arterial input function. The simulation showed that the new technique provided about a 1.4 times lower statistical error in both LCBF and p at 50 ml 100 g -I min -I com pared to the IP technique, and it should be noted that the new technique was less sensitive to the shape of the weighting functions. The new technique provides a new strategy with respect to the statistical error for estimation of LCBF and p. Key Words: Positron emission tomogra phy-Local cerebral blood flow-Partition coefficient Weighted integration technique-Single compartment model-I 50-labeled water.
fixed partition coefficient (P) for the estimation of LCBF. However, p is not a uniform value; in par ticular, it varies in pathological states (Herscovitch and Raichle, 1985) . As a result, the use of a fixed p value gives a large error for LCBF. Dynamic anal ysis by nonlinear least-squares fitting (lida et aI., 1989a; Lammertsma et aI., 1989) is generally used to determine both LCBF and p simultaneously. In general, these methods require considerable calcu lation time for the pixel-by-pixel estimation. Koeppe et al. (1985) developed the fast estimation technique using linearized least-squares fitting with the lookup table. Huang et al. (1982) developed the integrated pro jection (IP) technique and succeeded in an analyti cal estimation of both LCBF and p simultaneously in each pixel. The IP technique was applied to the bolus input technique using decay-corrected and uncorrected projection data (Huang et aI., 1983) . Carson et al. (1983 Carson et al. ( , 1984 Carson et al. ( , 1986 generalized the IP technique by introducing the concept of weighted integration using two arbitrary weighting functions (and their two differential functions). They also op timized a pair of the weighting functions in order to minimize the statistical error, and demonstrated that the error reduction was close to a theoretical minimum. Alpert et al. (1984) developed the alter native weighted-integration technique combined with the table lookup method.
We propose a new approach of weighted integration technique starting from the equation of time integration of the Kety-Schmidt differential equation in the single-compartment model. In other words, serially accumulated images with sequen tially prolonged accumulation times are weighted by certain functions for estimation of LCBF and p. Simulation and human studies were performed to evaluate the characteristics of the new technique. In this report, we describe the theory of the new technique, and show its advantages over the previ ous techniques.
(!.LCi/g), respectively,fis the LCBF (ml g-I min -I ), p is the tissue-blood partition coefficient (mllg), and A is the radioactivity decay constant of 150 (0. 338 min-I ).
The theoretical basis of the new technique is as follows: First, time integration of the Kety-Schmidt equation [Eq.
(1)] is derived under the condition of
Subsequently integrating both sides of Eq. (2) over the scan duration T after multiplying two weighting functions W I (t) and Wit), the following simulta neous equation is obtained:
where k = f/p + A. The LCBF and k are given by the solution of Eq. (3) as follows:
The kinetics of a diffusible tracer such as H150 is based on the Kety-Schmidt single-compartment model, and can be described by a first-order differ ential equation as follows:
where Ca(t) and Ci(t) are the radioactivity concen tration in arterial blood (!.LCi/ml) and cerebral tissue
The terms of JCi(s)ds and JCa(s)ds are integral data from 0 until a certain time t. The partition co efficient can be obtained from p = f/(k -A). The pair of weighting functions are imposed by the con dition to be independent of each other, but not re quired to be differentiable (i.e., even noncontinuous functions are available).
In order to compare our new technique with the IP technique, we will summarize the generalized expression of the IP technique. Performing a weighted integration on Eq. (1) directly, the general expression of LCBF and k were obtained as
The pair of weighting functions [W I (t), Wit)) must not only be independent from each other but also differentiable because the inclusion of the dif ferential terms [W I (t), W2(t)] of weighting functions in Eq. (5) is needed. In the original IP technique (Huang et al., 1982) , the decay-corrected and uncorrected projection data were used for generat ing parametric images of LCBF and p. In other words, the weighting functions used were 1 and exp(O.338t) in Eq. (5). In this report, decay corrected data are represented by the symbol with asterisk as Ci*(t).
The weighted-integration procedure of Eq. (4) or (5) can be employed on either reconstructed images or projection data, and this exchangeable nature of the procedure between images and projections was previously shown by Tsui and Budinger (1978) . Huang et al. used projection data in the IP tech nique; on the other hand, we employed a dynamic image in both of the techniques [Eqs. (4) and (5)]. Hereafter, the new technique based on Eq. (4) is called the accumulation weighted-integration (A WI) technique, and the technique based on Eq. (5) is called the direct weighted-integration (DWI) tech nique because the weighted integration procedure is performed on the Ci(t), Ca(t) directly. In mathemat ical form, the IP and the DWI techniques are the same.
METHODS

Dynamic PET measurements
The PET scanner used was the HEADTOME-IV (lida et aI., 1989b), a four-ring and seven-slice machine. A spa tial resolution at the center of the field of view was 4. 5 mm full width at half-maximum (FWHM) and slice thick ness was 9 and 9.5 mm FWHM for cross and direct planes, respectively. The dead time and radioactivity decay cor rections were performed on-line every 2. 5 s (Amano et aI., 1988; Iida et aI., 1989b; Kanno et aI., 1989) , and counting loss due to dead time was less than 1 % (Ya mamoto et aI., 1986) in this study.
The arterial blood radioactivity Ca(t) was monitored
from a radial artery using a plastic scintillation beta de tector. The arterial blood was withdrawn with a constant speed of 10 mUmin and was sampled at I-s intervals. Dis persion occurring in the detector system was negligibly small. Details of the blood sampling system have previ ously been described (Iida et aI., 1986; Kanno et aI., 1987) . Human studies were performed on four male normal subjects (37, 39, 43, and 54 years of age). The transmis sion scan was performed for 5 min for tissue attenuation correction. After the intravenous bolus injection of HfO (35 mCi), dynamic scans were performed (12 scans of 5 s, 5 scans of 15 s, and 3 scans of 60 s). In each study, the calibration between the beta detector for blood sampling and the PET scanner was carried out using a well counter.
Data processing
The LCBF and p images were calculated by the A WI [Eq. (4)] and DWI [Eq. (5)] techniques. In the present study, the weighted-integration procedure was performed on mUltiple reconstructed images (with FWHM = 8 mm) measured by dynamic PET. The Ci*(t) images were weighted to the midpoint of each scan period, and the arterial input data Ca(t) were weighted to each of the sampling points. Time adjustment between the arterial and whole brain slice curves was performed according to our previous method (lida et al., 1988) . Dispersion occur ring in the radial arterial system has not been corrected in this study. The weighting functions used were a pair of 1 and exp( -o.t) (0. = 0. 338) instead of exp(o.t) and 1, since the real-time decay correction was performed in the mea sured dynamic data. To determine the Ci*(I) term for the DWI [Eq. (5)], the last 60-s image was used. The total scan duration Twas 285 s for both techniques, and the last measurement [Ci*(I) measurement] was performed from T -30 to T + 30 s for the DWI technique.
Regions of interest (ROIs) were selected on LCBF and p images as follows: the gray matter of the cerebellar cortex, temporal cortex, frontal cortex, occipital cortex, and parietal cortex; the white matter of the oval center; the whole brain was defined as an average of three cross sections at 46, 59, and 72 mm above the orbitomeatal (OM) line. ROIs of the gray matter and white matter were defined in each of the two hemispheres.
The characteristics of the A WI technique were inves tigated by the computer simulations. In all of the simula tions, a typical arterial input function Ca(t) measured in a human study following the intravenous bolus injection of Hi50 (Fig. 1 ) was used. The scan duration was 285 s, the value of p was fixed at 1.0 mUg, and the weighting func tions used were 1 and exp(ut) (u = 0.338).
The effect of statistical noise on the estimated LCBF and p was evaluated. The tissue response function Ci(t) was calculated as
where ® denotes the operation of convolution integral.
Assuming that the statistical noise followed a Gaussian distribution, the noise was added on Ci(t). The magnitude of the statistical noise was determined by the empirical relationship obtained from a brain phantom experiment. The ROI was selected on a cortical gray matter region, and the noise coefficient of variation (COV noise) was cal culated from the serial scanning experiment. In this case, the relationship between the COY noise and total counts (N) with FWHM = 8 mm for an 8-mm ROI diameter has been derived as (Kanno et aI., 1990) 1 COVnoise = 3.6 X 10 3 \IN (%)
Statistical errors (COVs) in LCBF and p were calculated by both techniques from 200 independent trials. The total counts N were typical of human study data. For the DWI technique, the Ci(T) value was determined by averaging over the tissue response function in 285 ± 30 s.
The effect of tissue heterogeneity caused by a limited spatial resolution PET scanner was evaluated. Simulation assumed a mixture of two components corresponding to gray matter (flow = 80 ml l 00 g-l min-1 and p = 1.0 mUg) and white matter (flow = 20 ml 100 g -1 min -1 and p = 1.0 mUg). The fraction of the gray matter was varied from 0 to 100%. Two scan durations (T = 120 and 285 s) were examined in the A WI technique.
The effect of dispersion of the measured arterial input function was simulated using a dispersion function d(t) (Iida et aI., 1986) 
where T is a dispersion time constant (s). In this simula tion, the dispersed arterial input function was given by convolution of d(t) on the input function in Fig. 1 . The dispersion time constant was assumed to 4 s (lida et al., 1986 , 1989a Meyer, 1989) . The effect of time delay of the arterial input function was also evaluated. The time delay .:it in the brain was assumed to be ±2 s (Iida et al., 1988) . The positive delay time was defined such that the arterial in put function was delayed compared to the tissue response function.
The influences of the shape of the weighting functions with various exponential weighting constants u were also investigated for each simulation.
RESULTS
Results of human studies
Typical serial time integral images in the AWl technique are shown in Fig. 2 . The counts of the images become higher with increasing time, and then the counts of the last image ( = total counts) were about 2.6 x 10 6 • Figure 3 shows the images of LCBF and p calculated by each technique. The cal culation time for images of both LCBF and p re quired about 1 min for one slice (128 x 128 matrix) using a V AX 11/750 computer. Table 1 shows the LCBF and p of the gray and white matter and mean of brain obtained in four normal subjects. LCBF values estimated by each technique were basically the same, but p values es timated by the AWl technique were lower than those of the DWI technique. Figure 4 shows LCBF values (n = 2) of the gray and white matter and the mean of brain at various scan durations (T = 57.5, 97.5, 165, 225, and 285 s) in the A WI technique. LCBF values were normal ized to the LCBF value of the scan duration of 285 s. LCBF values decreased as a function of the scan duration T.
Simulation studies Figure 5 shows a comparison of the statistical error (%CaVs) in LCBF and p estimated by both techniques for flows ranging from 10 to 100 ml 100 g-I min-I . The Cays of LCBF in the AWl and DWI techniques were 10 and 14%, respectively, at a flow of 50 ml 100 g -I min -I. The errors in LCBF decreased with increasing flow. The Cays of p in the AWl and DWI techniques were 6.7 and 11%, respectively, at a flow of 50 ml 100 g -I min -I. The errors in p showed the same decreasing tendency to increasing flow but considerably larger at low flows for both of the techniques. The errors due to the statistical noise both in LCBF and p by the AWl technique were less than those by the DWI tech nique. Table 2 shows the statistical errors (CaVs) in LCBF for various exponential weighting constants a. The Cays were less in the AWl technique than in the DWI technique for the weighting functions. Moreover, in the A WI technique, it should be noted that the Cays were less sensitive to the shape of the weighting functions, while in the DWI tech nique, the Cays were considerably changed. Figure 6 shows errors due to tissue heterogeneity as a function of the gray matter fraction. Underes timations of LCBF and p were observed for both techniques. The maximum errors in LCBF were -5.2 and -8.8% in the AWl and DWI techniques, respectively, and those in p were -20 and -15%, respectively. The A WI technique gave a smaller un derestimation in LCBF but a larger underestimation in p compared to the DWI technique. Both param eters revealed the largest underestimation at about a 30% gray matter fraction. Figure 7 shows the re lationship between the underestimation and differ ent scan durations (120 and 285 s, respectively) in the AWl technique. The LCBF values were more underestimated with larger T, while p values pro vided less error with larger T. Values are mean ± SO. LCBF and p in normal subjects (n = 4) calcu lated by the accumulation weighted-integration technique (A WI) and the direct weighted-integration technique (OWl). The whole brain values were defined as an average of three slices described in the Methods sec tion. Table 3 shows the errors in the estimated values of LCBF and p caused by the dispersion and the time delay. The dispersion and positive time delay gave an overestimation of LCBF and an underesti mation of p; on the other hand, the negative time delay had an inverse tendency. With increasing flow, the error becomes larger in LCBF and smaller in p. The AWl technique was more sensitive to the dispersion and the time delay compared to the DWI technique. Table 4 shows that the biases in the es timated values of LCBF and p with various exp weighting constants a were caused by the disper sion and the time delay. The error in LCBF and p becomes smaller with larger a.
DISCUSSION
The weighted integration technique simulta neously provides LCBF and a partition coefficient in a short calculation time. The partition coefficient is defined as the relative solubility of water in the tissue compared to the blood, and hence may not be a uniform value, especially different between gray and white matter, and it may also be affected by pathological states. Therefore, the use of a fixed p value gives an error for LCBF (Kanno et aI., 1987) . The estimated LCBF by the weighted-integration technique is more accurate than the LCBF mea sured by the C I 502 steady-state or the H�50 auto radiographic methods, which use a fixed value of p.
In this report, we proposed a new technique based on weighting of serially accumulated images, and investigated its characteristics using dynamic PET and the computer simulations.
Human studies
The values of estimated LCBF by both tech niques were similar to each other, i.e., 48.4 and 17.8 ml toO g-I min -I in the A WI technique, and 47.5 and 17.3 ml 100 g -1 min -1 in the DWI technique for the gray and white matter, respectively. The parti tion coefficient values also showed similar values between the two techniques, i.e., 0.80 and 0.68 mVg in the A WI technique and 0.84 and 0.74 mVg in the DWI technique for the gray and white matter, re spectively. The partition coefficient values of the gray and white matter for water were calculated as 0.98 and 0.82 mlig, respectively (Herscovitch and Raichle, 1985) . A possible explanation for underes timation is due to the tissue heterogeneity and dis persion (lida et aI., 1989a) . In the original IP tech nique (Huang et aI., 1983) , the p values of the gray and white matter were obtained as 0.85 and 0.76 ml/g, respectively. They explained the underestima tion by the fact that not all brain water is freely exchangeable. However, the underestimation can be explained by the tissue heterogeneity and disper sion completely.
The variation of LCBF as a function of the scan duration ( Fig. 4) might be caused by the invalidity of assumptions in the single-compartment model (the tissue heterogeneity), and dispersion and time delay of the arterial input function. Similar phenom ena have been discussed in previous articles about the in vivo autoradiographic method (Raichle et aI., 1983; Ginsberg et aI., 1984; Iida et ai., 1986) , the weighted integration technique (Gambhir et aI., 1987; Koeppe et aI., 1987) , and nonlinear least squares fitting (Lammert sma et aI., 1989; Iida et aI., 1989a) . The variation of LCBF can be also ex plained by tissue heterogeneity and dispersion (lida et aI., 1989a) .
The effect of statistical noise
The LCBF and p images (Fig. 3 ) calculated by the AWl technique showed a better signal-to-noise ra tio than those of the DWI technique. Especially, a Flow (m1/1 OOg/min) Flow (ml/100g/min) large error appeared on p images at low flow regions calculated by the DWI technique. This result was in agreement with the simulation of the statistical noise ( Fig. 5 and Table 2 ). One of the reasons for the lower noise level in the A WI than in the DWI technique is due to the fact that the last measurement term [Ci(1) term] is not included in the AWl technique [Eq. (4) ]. In the DWI technique, the last measurement term must be mea sured by the integration over a few minutes around the end of the scan time. Even then, this term prop agates a statistical error to LCBF and p images be cause of the isotope used with a short lifetime, as already pointed out previously (Blomqvist, 1984; Koeppe et al., 1985) . In the IP technique, Huang et al. (1983) approximated the last measurement term by means of the average value over all pixels, so this approximation gave the systematic error of LCBF and p. Carson et al. (1986) solved this prob lem by eliminating the last measurement term using the weighting functions such as W\(1) = 0 and Wi1) = O.
Another reason for the noise reduction is that the AWl technique uses sequentially accumulated im ages for the weighted-integration procedure. Koeppe et al. (1985) pointed out that the reason for the statistical error in the IP technique was due to overweighting of low count data of later scan peri ods. On the other hand, in our technique, the signal to-noise ratios of the integral terms are gradually higher as the time increases.
The influences of the shape of the weighting fu nction If there is no statistical noise, all weighting func tions essentially give the same results. We investi gated the influence of the shape of the weighting function on the COY s in LCBF using the computer simulation, and found that the COVs were less in the A WI technique compared to the DWI technique for the weighting functions (Table 2) . Moreover, it should be noted that the COVs were less sensitive to the shape of the weighting functions in the A WI technique. This lesser sensitivity might be ex plained as the noise-smoothing effect by integration of the tissue and arterial curves. With the DWI technique, the tissue and arterial curves that con tain the statistical error are multiplied by the weighting functions, and then integrated over the entire scan period. Consequently, estimated Errors due to the tissue heterogeneity in both tech niques as a function of the gray matter fraction. Blood flows of 80 and 20 ml 100 g -1 min -1 were assumed to correspond to gray and white matter, respectively, and p was 1.0 mlig, the scan duration was 285 s, and weighting functions were 1 and exp(at) (a = 0.338).
LCBF values depend on the weighting functions, while in the A WI technique, the noise of the tissue and arterial curves is gradually smoothed as the time increases, so the statistical errors are less sen sitive to the weighting functions. We also examined the weighting functions of other forms (1 and t, 1 and vt), the same results were observed. Carson et ai. (1986) performed an optimization of the weight ing functions with respect to statistical noise, and the errors were decreased in the optimized IP tech nique than in the original IP technique at high LCBF values. In our technique, the optimization is less important because of the lesser sensitivity to the shape of the weighting functions.
The effect of tissue heterogeneity
The error of the tissue heterogeneity was smaller in the A WI technique with regard to LCBF but larger regarding p compared to the DWI technique ( Fig. 6 ). The error of LCBF was less sensitive to the tissue heterogeneity than that of p, which was also observed in nonlinear least-squares fitting (!ida et aI., 1989a) . As for the error with two scan durations (Fig. 7) , the LCBF values were more underesti mated and the p values approach their true values for increasing T. In a previous study (Koeppe et aI., 1985) , the error of the tissue heterogeneity was larger in the table lookup weighted-integration tech nique than in the DWI technique with regard to LCBF for H�50 intravenous bolus injection.
The effect of dispersion and time delay
In general, the dispersion (Iida et aI., 1986) and the time delay (Carson et aI., 1986; Dhawan et aI., 1986; Koeppe et aI., 1987) give an important error for estimated parameters. The A WI technique was more sensitive to the accuracy of the arterial input function compared to the DWI technique (Table 3) . The high sensitivity might arise from the integral term of Ca(t). According to our simulation (Table  4) , the reduction in these errors could be accom plished by applying a small weight to the early data and a heavy weight to the later data in the A WI technique. The time delay between the arterial and whole brain slice curves (measured by the detector ring total coincidence counts) was usually deter mined by means of dynamic curve fitting (!ida et aI., 1988) . Recently, the technique considering not only the time delay but also dispersion for adjustment of the time axis has been developed (Lammert sma et aI., 1989; Meyer, 1989) . These techniques minimize the error due to the dispersion and time delay, so this problem is minor.
Practical advantages in the new technique
In our technique, it is unnecessary to measure the last measurement [Ci(1) measurement] since this is eliminated by the first time integration of the Kety Schmidt equation; on the other hand, in the DWI technique, the last measurement is needed. The practical advantages in weighting functions are that differential terms of weighting functions are not needed; therefore, they are arbitrary, and even non continuous functions are acceptable. The alterna tive weighted-integration technique developed by Alpert et ai. (1984) also has the same advantages in our technique, but the drawbacks are that for this technique it is necessary to compute two lookup tables for each study, and, in addition, it is difficult to extend the technique to the three-compartment model for estimation of the four rate constants. On the other hand, in our technique, the preparation of the lookup table is unnecessary, and there is no The dispersion constant T was assumed to 4 s. The positive time delay was defined such that the arterial input function was delayed compared to the tissue response function. The scan duration was 285 s, p was 1.0 mlJg, and weighting functions used were I and exp ( nt) (n = 0.338) .
mathematical problem with applying the three compartment model with four parameters.
CONCLUSION
In summary, a new technique based on weighting of serially accumulated images for estimation of LCBF and p is presented. The new technique has some practical advantages as mentioned above. The characteristics of it were investigated using dy namic PET and computer simulations. In the new technique, the simulation shows that the statistical error decreased about 1. 4 times in LCBF and p at a flow of 50 ml 100 g -1 min -1 compared to the DWI technique, and was less sensitive to the shape of the weighting functions. The new technique provides a new strategy with respect to the statistical error for estimation of LCBF and p. Flow value was 50 ml 100 g -I min -I. The other parameters in the simulation are the same as in Table 3 except for the exp weighting constant n.
